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Abstract
Historic Germantown, a non-profit umbrella organization of sixteen historic sites in the Germantown
neighborhood of Philadelphia, adjusted its focus in 2008 to focus on community engagement due to
leadership which emerged that took the consortium of historic sites from a preservation-only mission to
engage the surrounding community. This adjustment was a departure from its previous focus on solely
preserving the colonial sites and relics of Germantown. An Economic Impact study of the organization on the
surrounding neighborhood attempts to capture the economic benefits of this leadership change. The study
attempts to quantify this shift, following qualitative assessments that the economic conditions in Germantown
have improved over the course of the past decade due to the efforts of Historic Germantown. Spatial analysis
of property values and crime trends since 2008 assess the relationship between the sites and improved
neighborhood conditions, while visitation trends track the extent to which new programming has attracted
neighborhood residents. The results provide a foundation for recommendations to Historic Germantown’s
organizational policies concerning site management and community outreach through programming.
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
 
Germantown is a low-income neighborhood located in Northwest Philadelphia 
focused on its main commercial corridor, Germantown Avenue (See Figure 1). The 
neighborhood has experienced significant change in income levels, physical environment, 
and economic vitality since its incorporation into Philadelphia in 1854. The Philadelphia 
Consolidation Act of 1854 divided what was originally Germantown Borough into three 
city neighborhoods: Chestnut Hill, Mt. Airy, and Germantown.1 By the 1930s, the section 
of Germantown Avenue located in Germantown, zip code 19144, was the longest 
commercial strip from the United States. Throughout the period of deindustrialization and 
suburbanization in the mid to late 20th century the entire section of northern Philadelphia 
fell into decline as its manufacturing, service, and retail employment sectors gradually 
left. However, Germantown was the hardest hit out of the former Germantown Township 
as it has never fully recovered. While Germantown is the most economically depressed 
neighborhood of the former Germantown Township, as Chestnut Hill and Mount Airy are 
more affluent neighborhoods (See Figures 2-4).. Nevertheless, Germantown is arguably 
the richest in historic resources and infrastructure. Despite economic decline and urban 
blight, the corridor along Germantown Ave has maintained a level of its historic 
continuity in its concentration of commercial storefronts, connection to transit, and 
presence of historic sites.   
 
                                                            
1 Hocker, Edward W. Germantown, 1683-1933. (Camp News Company, 1933).  
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Community leaders, organizers, and residents have asked why Germantown has 
been economically depressed and isolated from the rest of Philadelphia since the early 
20th century, when it was recognized for its history and historic sites.2 The neighborhood 
has been the subject of countless planning efforts over the course of the past several 
decades, each bringing a unique vision for revitalization and renewal.3 Germantown’s 
narrative had become one of repeated unrealized potential. The answer to Germantown’s 
drawn-out path to recovery is the lack of centralized organization in the neighborhood. 
Unlike other sections of Philadelphia, which also felt the effects of Great Depression and 
later deindustrialization, Germantown has no anchor institution, government entity, or 
non-profit organization to partner with smaller community development corporations, 
and citizens groups which could support revitalization efforts. University City had the 
University of Pennsylvania, Old City had the National Park Service, but Germantown has 
no clear second-party leader outside of the public sector and its fragmented system of 
nonprofit organizations.4 Furthermore, perhaps due to the lack of an anchor institution, 
fragmentation among non-profit organizations and political fiefdoms have stood as 
barriers to neighborhood revitalization.5 Unfortunately, in the case of Germantown, the 
                                                            
2 Interview with Andy Trackman, director of Germantown United CDC. July 2013.  
 
3 Churchill, Henry S. Germantown, a Planning Study: Report for the Comprehensive Planning Division of 
the City Planning Commission of Philadelphia. (February 1956); Magaziner, Henry J and Wright, Andrade, 
Amenta and Gane. Planning Study of Central Germantown: Study for the Philadelphia Planning 
Commission. (1964); University of Pennsylvania, Urban Design Studio 703. Germantown Case Study: New 
Communities Studio. J.R. Passonneau & Arlo Braun. Design Team: Garry Nielsen, Dave Tufaro, Mike 
Was, Todd Wells. Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania, 1972. 
4 Young, David. “The Battles of Germantown: Public History and Preservation in America’s Most Historic 
City During the Twentieth Century.” (PhD. diss., Ohio State University, 2009). 318-321. 
5 Wolfinger, Jim. Philadelphia Divided: Race and Politics in the City of Brotherly Love. (The University of 
North Carolina Press: 2007). 177-183. 
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best laid plans have gone to waste from lack of authority, organization, and funding that 
comes from a large institution and strong centralized leadership, which can facilitate the 
planning process through streamlining communications and provide funding for planning 
efforts.  
In addition to the political fragmentation that has stood in the way of 
revitalization efforts, there has been a history of fragmentation and territorialism among 
individual house museums and isolation of the house museums from the neighborhood. 
As a result, the neighborhood’s most recognized historic assets have remained unrealized 
or underutilized as revitalization tools for years. This fragmentation has resulted in a 
polarized Germantown with neighborhood residents and groups disconnected from and 
uninformed about the historic sites. The cause of this disconnect was twofold. First, 
historic sites in the eras of professionalized management, have been largely administered 
by larger entities outside of the neighborhood like the National Trust and the Colonial 
Dames, which have ties to more affluent areas on the Main Line or Chestnut Hill. In 
addition, as sites professionalized and hired staff, the staff often lived outside the 
immediate neighborhood, even if they lived in Northwest Philadelphia, and were trained 
that the best practice was to focus in preservation best practices and collections 
management, two activities that focus a site inward. Only in the last decade has historic 
site management begun to consider the concept of community engagement. 
 This is not to say that there were no community-focused institutions in 
Germantown throughout the twentieth century. Perhaps the best—known organization in 
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the neighborhood is the Germantown Historical Society, founded on October 1, 1900 by 
the neighborhood’s white cultural elite under the purpose of “forming a society having 
for its objective more perfect preservation and identification of tablets, of historic points 
on the Battlefield of Germantown, and present and public exhibition of the relics of the 
Battle.”6 Over the course of the twentieth century, the Historical Society acquired, 
preserved, and managed sites in Germantown that were associated with the Colonial and 
Revolutionary War historical periods. Between the years of 1926 and 1989, the society 
bought or received five buildings, and bought four houses to save from the wrecking ball 
or further deterioration. During these years, the Historical Society also published a 
newsletter, the Germantown Crier, begun in 1949, which documented neighborhood 
events and history. By the 1970s the organization developed greater concern for ancestral 
history and research and African American history, a previously unexplored topic. More 
visitation at the Historical Society library led to its professionalization, with the first 
professional librarian/archivist hired in the early 1980s.7 
In 1983, the non-profit organization, Historic Germantown Preserved was founded in 
an attempt to incorporate community development into the preservation of historic sites. 
Historic Germantown Preserved publicly dropped the “Preserved” from its name in 2009, 
though its incorporated charter still officially maintains “Preserved.” The branding 
change was prompted by the perception that the organization was solely concerned with 
preservation and public misconception about what preservation is. Despite the 
                                                            
6 “The Site and Relic Society of Germantown: Minutes of the First Meeting.” The Germantown Crier: The 
Society’s Ninetieth Year. Vol. 42, no. 1. Winter 1989/1990. 4. 
 
7 “Anxieties and Achievements: The Society from 1950-1990.” The Germantown Crier: The Society’s 
Ninetieth Year. Vol. 42, no. 3. Summer 1990. 52-56. 
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organization’s desire to incorporate preservation into community development, it was 
perceived as “stuffy” by the community.8 
By 2008, Historic Germantown had already aimed at community engagement in its 
programming for roughly fifteen years. There was a change, however, in the way Historic 
Germantown began to look at new ways to engage the community, mainly on the concept 
that it exists to enrich community life and its focus on public programming.9 At that time, 
newer programming included bolder inclusion of African American history, even 
challenging topics such as slavery and the abolition movement were included in the 
narratives of Colonial sites.  
Since its founding, Historic Germantown had maintained a strong relationship with 
the Germantown Historical Society. Due to changing tastes in heritage tourism and 
changing values within the Historical Society, as well as the need to preserve and 
consolidate capital resources, the two organizations merged operations in May of 2012. 
This merger occurred in part to remedy the tension between insular historic sites and the 
larger neighborhood and “celebrate the community’s fascinating cultural heritage, by 
providing knowledge and resources to preserve Germantown’s historic sites, interpret 
them to visitors and incorporate them into the life of the local community.”10 
 To some degree the union of the sixteen historic sites has strengthened their 
connection and helps the public to understand them as a united front, although owned by 
                                                            
8 Interview with Laura Keim, Interim Executive Director of Historic Germnatown. 17 April 2014. 
 
9 Interview with Laura Keim, Interim Executive Director of Historic Germnatown. 17 April 2014.  
 
10 Historic Germantown. “About Us.” www.freedomsbackyard.org. 
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different entities in an attempt to create a greater presence and coordinate preservation 
efforts (See Figure 5). The larger non-profit acts as an umbrella organization Historic 
Germantown’s community-focused mission marked a shift in the way the historic sites 
interacted with the community. Programming at the historic sites shifted from Colonial 
and Revolutionary narratives to include issues important to the majority African 
American community including slavery and abolition as well as women’s history. This 
new inclusive approach to history departs from the old vision of promoting the 
“Founding Fathers” and Revolutionary War historical narratives of “Old Germantown” as 
a quaint colonial village.11 
The community has a seat at the table in Historic Germantown’s and the Germantown 
Historical Society decision-making process where it was previously excluded. For 
instance, a board position in Historic Germantown is now reserved for a member of 
Germantown United Community Development Corporation (GUCDC), a local 
organization that is devoted to “promoting and facilitating the revitalization of 
Germantown’s business corridors through a sustainable and creative approach to 
economic development,” which is one of eleven CDCs in former Germantown 
Township.12 The sites have become a community asset and have moved away from their 
elitist and tourist-oriented reputations. Historic Germantown and some Executive 
Directors believe that this shift has positively impacted neighborhood condition. The 
assumption is that the sites’ inclusiveness has changed the community’s attitude towards 
                                                            
11 Pullinger, Herbert. Old Germantown. (David McKay Company, 1926). 9-57. 
 
12 Germantown United CDC. Accessed 17 April 2014. http://germantownunitedcdc.org/wp/. 
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the historic sites, which positively contributes to feelings of safety, increased value in 
residential and commercial property, and increased business activity.13According to 
Executive Directors, non-profit organizations, and community members, the 
neighborhood has shown signs of improvement over the course of the past decade, which 
signifies the first improvements to physical and economic conditions since the Great 
Depression.  
An Economic Impact Study of Historic Germantown’s Sites on the Surrounding 
Neighborhood attempts to identify and quantify what type of impact the historic sites 
have had on the Germantown neighborhood of Philadelphia. It is clear that in some cases, 
economic development is a missed opportunity and “history gets in the way” as there are 
varied community attitudes towards the historic sites. Historic Germantown, however, 
has been working to overcome these past differences. The consortium posits that 
developing the more inclusive historical narrative of Germantown addressing dark 
history, women’s and African American heritage, in addition to its well-documented 
history of colonial beginnings has led to more neighborhood interest in the sites. This 
renewed engagement supports multifaceted programming and fosters community 
engagement and outside interest. Therefore, the question becomes, is this condition 
reflected in the available data? What are good measureable variables for house museums 
on a neighborhood scale? And finally, what can Historic Germantown do to maximize its 
potential economic impact through community engagement? 
                                                            
13 Interview with David Young, site director at Cliveden. August 2013. 
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Historic preservation is widely recognized as a method of urban revitalization and 
economic development by professionals in the field. However, preservation is often 
overlooked in the bigger picture of policy and planning due to its reliance on qualitative 
data. There needs to be more of a mix of the qualitative and quantitative if preservation is 
to fit into the “triple-bottom-line” of social, economic, and environmental sustainability. 
In addition to solidifying the connection between heritage and economic development in 
the body of preservation literature, the need for some type of economic analysis has been 
identified as a need by community stakeholders, city government officials, and 
neighborhood-based non-profit organizations. This study seeks to combine the qualitative 
with the quantitative in order to assess if the qualitative economic impact of historic sites, 
as identified by Historic Germantown, is reflected in the available quantitative data.   
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
An ongoing issue in the field of preservation is the lack of clear transferable units 
of measure and metrics which explain the economic benefits of preserving cultural 
heritage. Economic Impact analysis studies of historic preservation are a recent attempt to 
quantify the fluid nature of cultural heritage. Economic impact studies join conservation 
discourse, including historical narratives, connoisseurship, materials science, and visual 
media, or the qualitative with economics discourse, or the quantitative. Uniting 
conservation discourse with economics is part of values theory, or values-based 
conservation, which attempts to gauge social, economic and environmental values. 
Values theory dictates that places and buildings have different kinds of value, while the 
economic value may be quantified as it is easily reduced to price, cultural values may be 
more difficult since their worth rests on significance and encompasses both private and 
public values. The body of work performed in the field of heritage economics has 
divergent views on the brevity of economic impacts of heritage conservation, but mostly 
agrees on appropriate units of measure.  
Measuring the economic impact of Historic Germantown on the surrounding 
neighborhood since the more community-oriented mission change in 2008 will involve 
evaluating external and internal factors. The central issue in the study is connecting 
economic thinking and cultural heritage valuation. There is Intangible factors such as 
community engagement are difficult to measure and can be inferred through surveys, but 
more concrete variables such as property values, sales volumes, and site visitation will be 
where the connection between economics and cultural heritage valuation will occur. The 
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following literature review will cover methodological approaches to measuring the 
economic value of cultural heritage. 
Joining Economic Measurement and Heritage Conservation 
Randall Mason in “Be Interested and Beware: Joining Economic Value and 
Heritage Conservation” both encourages and warns the union of cultural valuation and 
economic theory. Mason states that joining the two seemingly divergent topics is 
important for conservationists because economics’ position as a social science lends well 
to values based conservation and aids in understanding societal motives for undertaking 
conservation since societal valuation can be gauged by economic valuation.14 Mason also 
notes that while it is important to accurately measure the fiscal benefits of heritage 
conservation, the union of heritage conservation with economic theory can complicate the 
“ethics based” values system which heritage is evaluated on since, “heritage conservation 
raises issues of market failures, public good provision, and the measurement challenges 
posted elsewhere in the cultural sector including museums, plastic, and performing 
arts.”15 The “business-thinking” approach to economic measurement is focused on the 
short-term and profit driven which can belie or underestimate the cultural, social, or 
environmental value of heritage conservation.  
Therefore, in attempting to understand the economic impacts of a group of house 
museums’ programming on the Germantown neighborhood, both the qualitative data 
                                                            
14 Mason, Randall F. “Be Interested and Beware: Joining Economic Value and Heritage 
Conservation.” International Journal of Heritage Studies, 14.4 (2008). 308-310. 
 
15 Mason, Randall F. “Be Interested and Beware.” 308. 
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collected from interviews and anecdotes about Historic Germantown, as well as 
quantitative data on visitation, property values, and surveys will need to be individually 
evaluated and joined in order to create a balanced picture of the organization’s impacts. 
Like Mason, Gillian Doyle in “Why Culture Attracts and Resists Economic 
Analysis” also identifies the difficulties of joining cultural values with economic analysis 
by examining what is different about the economics of culture using the TV industry as a 
guide.16 Doyle states that “symbolic structures” and the issue of creativity in production 
defy quantitative analysis.17 The idea that the public good aspects of culture are not 
destroyed in consumption complicates economic analysis, yet whittles away one of the 
primary aspects of consumptions: scarcity.18 While the television industry which is the 
subject of Doyle’s focus may complicate the notion of scarcity in culture, it is not the 
case with museums, which function on the notion of the scarcity of historic cultural 
resources. However Doyle’s observation that a challenge for researchers is getting value 
out of content will play into the Economic Impact Analysis of Historic Germantown. 
Here, the “content” is new focus on community engagement and programming which 
resulted from the change in mission as of 2007.  
Measurement of the Impact of Historic Preservation 
 In the preservation field a concise and easily transferrable methodology for 
assessing the economic impact of heritage has not yet been developed. Differences in 
                                                            
16 Doyle, Gillian. “Why Culture Attracts and Resists Economic Analysis.” Journal of Cultural 
Economics 34 (2010). 245. 
 
17 Doyle, Gillian. 246. 
 
18 Doyle, Gillian. 248. 
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scale, economic systems, and types of cultural resources create issues surrounding 
transferability of methods from case to case. Therefore, each study requires a 
customization of variables to measure. Common variables across studies include the 
measurement of tourists’ or residents’ willingness to pay through surveys, property value 
change, and job growth.  Although there is a breadth of information on all of these 
variables, the body of work surrounding property value change is most relevant to the 
Historic Germantown study. 
Bowitz and Ibenholt in “Economic Impacts of Cultural Heritage-Research and 
Perspectives” address the methodological issues of transferability that researchers 
encounter when assessing the economic impact of cultural heritage.19 According to their 
research, regional impacts of cultural heritage projects (defined by public spending) are 
generally of a low quality, which consequently reduces meaningful discourse about the 
economics of cultural heritage.20 Since the Historic Germantown study is at a small scale 
and compared to averages of the same variables across the City of Philadelphia and State 
of Pennsylvania, it will attempt to avoid overstating the economic impact. One common 
issue in such studies that will come up in the Historic Germantown study is attributing 
increases in the amount of tourists since a reference year to an investment and not taking 
increases in employment into account, which tends to exaggerate the effects of the 
investment. Since the Historic Germantown study will not assess employment, the results 
of the study may need to qualify this. 
                                                            
19 Bowitz, Einar and Karin Ibenholt. “Economic Impacts of Cultural Heritage – Research and 
Perspectives.” Journal of Cultural Heritage 10.1 (January-March 2009). 5. 
 
20 Bowitz, Einar and Karin Ibenholt. 5-6. 
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While Bowitz and Ibenholt focus on effects of investment and following methods 
of measurement, other research focuses on the effectiveness of measuring particular 
variables in assessing the economic impact of cultural heritage. Perhaps the most popular 
and widely recognized variable in gauging economic impacts of cultural heritage is 
property value change. The argument has often been made that historic designation has a 
significant impact on property values, but the position on its effect has changed over the 
course of the past three decades. In the 1980s studies of historic zoning and historic 
districts’ measuring sales price of historic vs. non-historic property values produced 
conflicting results.21 By the 1990s, measuring the effects of historic designation on 
undeveloped land was revealed as a more reliable indicator of economic impact, the 
theory being that more constraints on the land produced a higher value.22 In the 2000s the 
property values of single properties and districts were evaluated on an individual basis. 
Most studies found that property values were raised after historic designation. However, a 
drawback of all these methods is their reliance on a particular market, which can belie or 
exaggerate the significance of the property value changes. Later studies compare different 
cities to avoid this issue.23 Though opinions on the positive and negative aspects of the 
topic have been divided, due to issues surrounding property rights and gentrification, the 
consensus is that historic districts raise property values leading to a positive economic 
impact. 
                                                            
21 Narwold, A., J. Sandy, and C. Tu. “Historic Designation and Residential Property Values,” 
International Real Estate Review 11 (2008): 86. 
22 Narwold, 87. 
 
23 Narwold, 88.  
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Gilderbloom, Hanka, and D’Ambrosius’ “Historic Preservation’s Impact on Job 
Creation, Property Values, and Environmental Sustainability analyzes the impact of 
historic preservation tax credits on job creation in Louisville Kentucky and the effects of 
historic designation on property values, as well as the environmental impacts of historic 
preservation.24 Narwold also analyzes the property value variable in “Historic 
Designation and Property Values.” A hedonic regression model is used to analyze the 
impact of historic designation on the value of single-family residences in the City of San 
Diego. The mean, standard deviation, minimum, and maximum of sales price, number of 
bedrooms, number of bathrooms, living area (square feet), lot square footage, number of 
garage spaces, the availability of a pool, and the age of the property were measured in 
order to control for value with the result of a positive coefficient.25 All of these studies 
justify the use of property value measurement as an indicator of economic impact. 
Given that the Historic Germantown properties included in the study are all 
designated “historic” (either on the National Register of Historic Places or on the 
Philadelphia Register of Historic Places); it follows that a reasonable variable to measure 
to gauge economic impact will be property values. Although the commercial corridor on 
Germantown Ave, where most of the historic sites are situated, is not an official historic 
district, it has maintained a character which gives the area a distinct feel. Because the 
study attempts to gauge Historic Germantown’s effect on the surrounding neighborhood, 
                                                            
24 Gilderbloom, John I., Matthew J. Hanka, and Joshua D Ambrosius. “Historic preservation’s 
impact on job creation, property values, and environmental sustainability.” Journal of Urbanism 
2.2 (July 2009). 83. 
 
25 Narwold, 83. 
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property value trends within three radii will be measured to evaluate the relationship of 
vicinity to a Historic Germantown site and value.  
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Chapter 3: Methodology 
 
Anecdotal assessments by community leaders and site directors have indicated 
that the neighborhood’s business corridor, Germantown Avenue, has improved 
significantly over the course of the past decade. Photographs and other forms of 
documentation of Germantown Avenue support the idea that the neighborhood is seeing 
signs of revitalization after nearly a century of economic decline. There is a general 
sentiment that this improvement is due much in part to Historic Germantown’s efforts to 
coordinate and focus historic site programming and diversifies their narratives. However, 
in order to gauge economic impact of the sites, a quantitative spatial analysis is 
necessary. Quantitative analysis will be combined with qualitative evidence of economic 
impact such as interviews, articles and photographs in an attempt to fully capture the 
benefits of Historic Germantown’s programming efforts.  
The information necessary for the study is a combination of academic research 
with combined with site visits, interviews, and data collection. In order to understand the 
current political and socio-economic climate which influences economic activity in the 
neighborhood background information on Germantown along with sources on the history 
and politics of Germantown and Philadelphia are incorporated. Sources on the history 
and politics of Germantown also aids in understanding of the context which Historic 
Germantown functions as an organization and the circumstances which led to its 
reorganization.  
This study combines both quantitative and qualitative data. For now, property 
values and crime counts between the years of 2008-2013 (the year Historic Germantown 
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changed its mission to the present) surrounding the historic sites as well as visitation 
numbers for the historic sites will comprise the main data sources. Examining these 
sources over time will help identify trends that Historic Germantown’s change in mission 
jumpstarted. There are hard numbers available for these variables.                                                                                                                                                                  
However, determining the impact of changes in policy and new events hosted by 
Historic Germantown is more problematic to compile. A non-uniform record-keeping 
policy for events and interaction with the community makes effectiveness analysis 
difficult to conduct. Factors such as changes in attitude toward the historic sites and 
community engagement will be partially reflected in the visitation data, but will serve as 
a challenge as they are qualitative in nature. Attendance to house museums will be the 
most reliable indicator of Historic Germantown’s mission driven impact. However, due 
to varied levels of record-keeping and professional capacity at Historic Germantown’s 
sixteen sites, only ten sites will be considered in the study. It should also be noted that the 
caliber of existing visitation data varies widely among sites, and therefore, presents some 
difficulties when comparing across sites.                                             
Originally, the study intended to extend along the full length Germantown 
Avenue through the official boundaries of Germantown to include all of Historic 
Germantown’s fifteen sites. Since the beginning of the study an additional site has been 
added in Nicetown (south of Germantown), which will not be included. Due to lack of 
response from site directors and a perceived lack of activity on Germantown Avenue the 
Aces Museum will not be included in the study (the Aces Museum is a new addition to 
Historic Germantown and an all-volunteer).  Other sites that are located outside of the 
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commercial corridor and have also been unresponsive are the Awbury Arboretum, 
Historic Rittenhousetown, Stenton, and LaSalle Art Museum, which will not be 
incorporated into the study. Each of these sites, though not considered here, have all 
played varying (and in some cases significant) roles in the leadership and development of 
the renewed community focus of Historic Germantown sites that this study addresses. 
In addition to evaluating the success of Historic Germantown’s change in 
community focus through visitation and qualitative accounts, the study attempts to 
identify the organization’s impact on the neighborhood. Proximity analysis of variables in 
close vicinity to the Historic Germantown sites included in the study helps evaluate the 
“trickle-down” effects of sites into the surrounding neighborhood. The most efficient 
method to analyze the spatial effects of the sites on surrounding properties and overall 
neighborhood conditions is GIS mapping analysis.  
Property value is one of the few reliable open data resources to consult in 
evaluating economic impacts of real estate, so it will be evaluated in relation to the sites. 
Proximity analysis of property value to the historic sites trends from 2008-2014 will 
identify if there is any significant relationship between historic sites property values. 
Currently there is no publically available database of property value in the City of 
Philadelphia. Therefore, data from the Office of Property Assessment is joined with 
parcel data from PASDA in order to create a geospatial map with buffers of 200, 400, and 
600 feet radiating from the historic sites. In addition to property value proximity, crime 
incident proximity to sites is measured from 2008-2013.  Both property value and crime 
incidents is measured in comparison to neighborhood-wide data and city-wide data where 
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it is available in order to provide context and identify broader trends that could be 
affecting areas in close vicinity to the sites. 
The ongoing challenge in assessing property value and crime data is proving 
causation, not just correlation resulting from Historic Germantown programming. A 
study of the neighborhood’s history and current conditions will help identify external 
factors that could be contributing positively or negatively to Historic Germantown’s 
economic impact, which will involve combining qualitative and quantitative data. This 
economic impact study is not meant to be a cost-benefit or cost-effective analysis, but 
rather attempts to paint a picture of Historic Germantown’s impact on the neighborhood 
utilizing the available public data and private organizational records. 
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Chapter 4: Conclusions from Mapping and Quantitative Analysis 
 
Property Value 
In order to spatially analyze property value information in relation to the Historic 
Germantown sites, data from the Philadelphia Office of Property Assessment on each 
parcel was combined with parcel information from PASDA.26 The resulting database was 
mapped using ArcMap, which spatially displayed the data. The spatially displayed data 
was then automatically categorized into five quantiles, which vary slightly per year.  No 
easily identifiable overall spatial trends were discovered after analyzing the maps (See 
Figures 6-12). Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that vicinity to Historic 
Germantown sites does not have a relationship with property value. However, some 
information about property value can be gleaned from a detailed analysis of the values 
surrounding the sites in comparison to city wide data and neighborhood-wide data. 
US Census Bureau data on property value is averaged from 2007-2011 by the 
Philadelphia Reinvestment Fund (TRF) PolicyMap service. It is not possible to convert 
this data to the parcel level and compare it with data collected surrounding sites as it is 
collected by census tract, nor is it possible to convert the data to analyze individual years 
since it has been averaged together. However, it is clear that property values in 
Germantown follow two patterns: in general, property value rises travelling north up 
Germantown Avenue  and is generally higher in value on the west side of the Avenue 
compared to the east side. The portion of the neighborhood between Upsal Ave and 
                                                            
26 The data from the Office of Property Assessment was compiled by copying and pasting each individual 
property record into the PASDA parcel database as there is no open source database for 2008-2012 for 
property value information.  
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Coulter Street contains the highest property values in the neighborhood. Coincidentally, 
this is the same area that most of Historic Germantown’s sites are located. The only sites 
in the study outside of this area are Grumblethorpe and Hood Cemetery. This pattern 
could have something to do with the concentration of small businesses on this section of 
the corridor. Without further study, there is no way to tell if either of these assumptions 
are accurate, but it is fair to conclude that Historic Germantown sites and areas in close 
vicinity on Germantown Avenue are higher in value than the rest of the neighborhood 
(See Figures 13-14).  
TRF’s Policy Map tool does not have the capability to summarize data in selected 
geographic area outside of census tracts or larger municipal borders, so it is impossible to 
summarize data for the entire neighborhood. But the average property value in 
Philadelphia from 2007-2011 was $142,000 (See Figure 13). That means that at least one 
fourth of the neighborhood was above the city-wide average, mainly in the area to the 
west of Germantown Avenue between Upsal Street and Coulter Street, with averages of 
$144,501-$208,300 or $208,301-$333,200. The area on the same side of Germantown 
Avenue below Coulter Street to Wayne Junction and the area across Germantown 
Avenue to the east had a slightly lower average than the city at $96,501-$144,600. The 
area of the lowest value in the neighborhood with average values of $96,501 or less is 
located to the east of Germantown Avenue from Penn St to Wayne Junction. This pattern 
supports the afore-mentioned assumption that property value decreases travelling south 
down Germantown Avenue and has higher values to the North and the West. Again, this 
pattern could have something to do with the presence of business in the areas of higher 
value, or the concentration of Historic Germantown’s sites.  
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When TRF’s data is compared to data compiled from the Philadelphia Office of 
Property Assessment surrounding the Historic Germantown sites, it is clear values are 
significantly lower than the census tract averages. This means that one or both of the 
valuation methods are inaccurate or that there are high value outliers in the census tract 
data that throw off the average values. From 2008-2013 values range from $23,838.44-
$22,777.16, which are significantly lower than the lowest census tract quantile from 
Policy Map, which is $96,501 or less. This pattern could also mean that values 
surrounding Historic Germantown sites are lower than the neighborhood average. In 
order to confirm if this is true the entire neighborhood would need to be mapped by the 
Office of Property Assessment’s parcel information, which is outside the scope of this 
study.  
Another factor to consider about property value patterns is the reliability of the 
Office of Property Assessment Data. The Philadelphia Office of Property Assessment 
uses mass appraisal analysis to assess its properties. This method assigns properties to 
classes based on highest and best use, often reflecting current use under zoning 
regulations. Some statutes require that property be valued for ad valorem tax purposes at 
current use regardless of highest and best use. Mass appraisal uses a model, that is, an 
equation that represents the relationship between value and variables representing factors 
of supply and demand, which attempt to represent the market for a specific type of 
property in a specified area.  Valuation models are developed for defined property 
groups. Separate models are developed for each market area (also known as economic or 
model areas). To model residential parcels, the OPA used several years of sales data and 
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data related to the physical characteristics of the parcels to estimate value using a 
comparable sales approach. 27  
While this is a generally accepted and reliable evaluation methodology, it has not 
always been implemented equitably or correctly. When compiling data it was easy to 
notice that values increased at a staggering rate between 2008 and 2014. Part of this 
change in property valuation is due to the recent 2013 Philadelphia reassessment. The 
need for a reassessment was identified after inequities in the taxation system due to non-
uniform assessments were identified. The non-profit group Philadelphia Forward 
ventured to say that the Real Estate taxation system in Philadelphia is “unfair, 
uncertain, confusing -- and ILLEGAL.”28  
Because the assessed property values before the 2013 reassessment did not 
accurately reflect market value, nor maintain an equitable evaluation system, property 
value information from the Office of Property Assessment may not be a reliable 
variable.29 When reviewing summary data from 2007-2011, it is evident that the 
reassessment created a dramatic rise in property value (See Figure 15). Therefore, it 
becomes difficult to compare values from 2008-2014 due to the differences in assessment 
methodology as well as changes in the real estate market since the 2007 housing crisis. 
Nevertheless, it is possible to conclude that while vicinity to Historic Germantown sites 
may not have a relationship with value (according to OPA data), the cluster of Historic 
                                                            
27 Philadelphia Office of Property Assessment. Property Assessment Data. Accessed April 1, 2014. 
http://www.phila.gov/OPA/Assessments/Pages/2012Assessment.aspx.  
28Philadelphia Forward. “Citywide Reassessment.” Accessed April 1, 2014. 
http://www.philadelphiaforward.org/citywide_reassessment. 
 
29 “Background on AVI and Property Taxes.” AXIS Philly. Accessed April 2, 2014. 
http://axisphilly.org/avi-and-property-tax-background/. 
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Germantown sites towards the northern end of the neighborhood, including Cliveden, the 
Johnson House, the Concord School, the Germantown Mennonite Trust, Wyck Historic 
House, Germantown Historical Society, and the Deschler-Morris House, along with the 
concentration of businesses positively influence property value.  
Crime 
In order to spatially analyze crime information in relation to the Historic 
Germantown sites, XY location data from the Philadelphia Police Department on each 
parcel was converted into a point shapefile and overlaid on PASDA shapefiles in 
ArcMap. The spatially displayed data was then broken down by neighborhood, by 
distance of 200’, 400’, and 600’ surrounding the Historic Germantown sites, and by 
location on Germantown Avenue.  No easily identifiable overall spatial trends were 
discovered after analyzing the maps (See Figures 16-21). Therefore, the conclusion can 
be drawn that vicinity to Historic Germantown sites does not have a relationship with 
reducing crime. However, some information on neighborhood-wide crime trends is 
revealed from a detailed analysis of the data. 
In Germantown, crime peaked in 2010 with a total of 2833 incidents and has since 
been on the decline, with totals of 2666 in 2012 and 2453 in 2013 (See Figure 22). Data 
is not available on the population for the neighborhood over the course of 2008 through 
2013, so these numbers could not be converted to crimes per capita, which would 
facilitate comparisons with the city as a whole. But, the crime decline in Germantown 
seems to be part of an overall city trend. Across the city, crime peaked in 2011 at 84265 
incidents and has since been on the decline, with 80476 incidents in 2012 and 76027 
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incidents in 2013 (See Figure 23). Since Germantown’s decline in crime is part of a 
broader trend, it is unlikely that Historic Germantown has had an impact on the reduction 
of crime.  
Crime surrounding Historic Germantown sites was examined  in order to identify 
any other trends that Historic Germantown could have impacted, crime in a 600’ radius 
(matching the largest distance used in the property value analysis) of the sites on 
Germantown Avenue was analyzed. There was a peak in 2008 with 480 incidents, which 
declined in 2009 to 334, then continued to rise until 2012 at 431 (See Figure 24). 
Incidents in 2013 went back down to 358,which is a reduction from 480 in 2008, but 
there is no temporal pattern since 2008 that could indicate an external variable, like 
Historic Germantown’s programming, influencing crime reduction. Crime on 
Germantown Avenue surrounding the sites fluctuated in a cyclical pattern from 2008 to 
2013 (See Figure 25). Therefore, it is unlikely that Historic Germantown has had any 
influence on crime surrounding the historic sites.  
Visitation 
 The one reliable variable which could have predicted the impact of new 
programming within the organization through tracking number of visitors, or which could 
have displayed increased community engagement through tracking visitors from within 
the neighborhood, could not be fully analyzed, unfortunately, due to a lack of response 
from Historic Germantown site directors, or a lack of consistent record-keeping on 
visitation (See Figure 26). The only sites with full visitation records since 2008 were 
Maxwell Mansion, Wyck, and Deshler-Morris; Maxwell Mansion visitation has been on 
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the rise since 2008, Wyck peaked in 2010 with 12,764 visitors and has maintained 12000 
since 2011, and Deshler-Morris peaked in 2010 with 1843 visitors, but has since fallen to 
1292. 
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Chapter 5: Moving Forward: How can Historic Germantown Maximize its 
Economic Impact on the Neighborhood? 
 
Historic Germantown has certainly grown as an organization since its refocus on 
community engagement in 2008. Expansions and changes in programming and inter-
cooperation among sites such as programs like Second Saturdays, have led to a stronger 
presence on the Germantown Avenue corridor. The economic impact study of Historic 
Germantown on the surrounding neighborhood attempted to gauge if this expanded 
presence and more inclusive programming had any quantitative impact on the 
community. To summarize, the quantitative portion of the study revealed the following: 
• Historic Germantown sites and areas in close vicinity on Germantown Avenue are 
higher in property value than the rest of the neighborhood.  
• Property value decreases travelling south down Germantown Avenue and has higher 
values to the North and the West.  
• Differences in property value data sources between US Census Bureau compiled by 
The Reinvestment Fund at the census tract level, and data compiled by the 
Philadelphia Office of Property Assessment at the parcel level do not allow for a 
comprehensive analysis of the neighborhood within the time constraints of this study.  
• Using property value trends as an indicator of economic impact is not reliable in the 
City of Philadelphia due to a formerly inequitable system and the recent 2013 
reassessment. 
• It is possible to conclude that while vicinity to Historic Germantown sites may not 
have a relationship with value (according to OPA data), the cluster of Historic 
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Germantown sites towards the northern end of the neighborhood, including Cliveden, 
the Johnson House, the Concord School, the Germantown Mennonite Trust, Wyck 
Historic House, Germantown Historical Society, and the Deschler-Morris House, 
along with the concentration of businesses positively influence property value.  
• Since Germantown’s decline in crime is part of a broader trend, it is unlikely that 
Historic Germantown has had an impact on the reduction of crime. 
• Crime on Germantown Avenue surrounding the sites fluctuated in a cyclical pattern 
from 2008 to 2013. Therefore, it is unlikely that Historic Germantown has had any 
influence on crime surrounding the historic sites.  
• Unreliable and incomplete visitation records for the individual historic sites make it 
impossible to determine if the partnership and changes in programming have had any 
influence within the sites.  
Any trends in crime or property value from 2008-2012 merely correlate with the 
existence of Historic Germantown, but causation cannot be confirmed. The decrease in 
crime could be mistakenly attributed to Historic Germantown since it began to decline at 
the same time the organization refocused its mission on community, but it is merely part 
of a broader city-wide trend. Historic Germantown’s involvement in the neighborhood 
during this time is merely coincidental. The only conclusion gathered from the 
quantitative analysis that could carry some weight in the argument that Historic 
Germantown has created an economic impact is that the cluster of historic sites in the 
northern half of the neighborhood has a relationship with higher property values. 
However, this could also have to do with vicinity to clusters of business, which are 
located in the same geographic area as the historic sites.  
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Considering these results, the assumption that Historic Germantown has had a 
positive impact on the community is not necessarily corroborated in the available data. 
The supposition made by Historic Germantown and other neighborhood groups about 
positive economic impact may be relegated to the “intangible” realm, rendering it 
difficult, if not impossible to measure. Accounts that there has been a noticeable change 
on Germantown Avenue over the course of the past five years is not enough to support 
the idea that there has been an economic impact. 
However, there are other variables and opportunity for study that were not included in 
this analysis. These variables could more definitively make the case for economic impact 
if relationships were discovered in the analysis. Measuring property value for the entire 
neighborhood by parcel level would provide more conclusive results on the relationship 
of property value and Historic Germantown sites. Measuring property value information 
at the building level and converting it to value per square foot could also help in 
comparing the data across the neighborhood and city. Furthermore, because property 
value as a variable is unreliable when comparing pre- and post-reassessment, sales price 
may be a better indicator of economic impact. Instead of measuring property value 
change, sales price per square foot could be calculated, which would more accurately 
reflect the real estate market and could be compared across the city.  
Another important variable that was inaccessible during this study was sales volume 
for the neighborhood businesses on Germantown Avenue. Because sales volume is 
proprietary information, it is not publically available. Some databases which track sales 
volume for specific businesses are available for researchers, but they are mostly relegated 
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to corporate and chain businesses, and are often costly to access. Therefore, small, 
neighborhood-based businesses are often excluded from these databases. So, the only 
way to track this information is through asking specific businesses for this information. In 
any neighborhood this would be a difficult task, but in Germantown, where there is 
already a sentiment of distrust towards outsiders, it would be especially difficult to 
collect.  
In order to access this information and further engage the business community, 
Historic Germantown could partner with a local community development corporation, 
Germantown United CDC (GUCDC). GUCDC was founded in an effort to move away 
from the politically motivated development efforts that have plagued Germantown’s path 
to economic and physical revitalization since 1970s Post War decline. While there are 
other CDC’s in Germantown, like Germantown Restoration, GUCDC is making a 
concerted effort to engage the business community and promote economic development 
efforts in the neighborhood with a mission to “promote and facilitate the revitalization of 
Germantown’s business corridors through a sustainable and creative approach to 
economic development.”30 GUCDC has attempted to collect this information, as well as 
general information on businesses on the Germantown Avenue corridor.  But, due to 
unreliable operating hours, varied levels of cooperation from business owners, a high 
business turnover rate and limited capacity, GUCDC had been unable to compile a 
complete data set.31 In the future, if the study were continued, a partnership with GUCDC 
                                                            
30 Germantown United Community Development Corporation. Accessed 15 April 2014. 
http://germantownunitedcdc.org/wp/. 
 
31 I know this information from participation in a summer internship with Germantown United CDC and 
Historic Germantown, where information was collected on neighborhood businesses. 
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could help Historic Germantown acquire this information. A partnership with this CDC 
could also help assess the extent to which business owners feel Historic Germantown has 
an impact on the neighborhood through surveys and interviews. 
While there are methodological factors with the economic impact study that could be 
changed to help prove or disprove Historic Germantown’s economic impact on the 
surrounding neighborhood, there are also internal controls that Historic Germantown 
could implement as an organization which would streamline operations, provide clear 
cost benefit and cost effective analysis data, and encourage cooperation among sites. 
Changes to internal controls would mainly concern measurement techniques, which are 
of vital importance to maintain a sustainable non-profit organization.32 
 Due to varied levels of funding at each site, there is a wide range of capacity in site 
management. Each site has a unique system in place to keep track, or attempt to keep 
track, of site visitation and visitor information. These systems range from sophisticated 
software like the system used at Maxwell Mansion, to excel spreadsheets, to tallying or 
asking visitors to sign in on paper. The more sophisticated systems keep track of return 
visitors, where visitors are from, ticket sales, and visitation numbers for fiscal years. This 
is all the information needed to apply for funding and track organization-wide visitation 
and expansion. But, the problem lies in the non-uniform approach to tracking visitors and 
ticket sales. For example, one site tracked their visitation by asking visitors to sign a 
sheet of notebook paper with their contact information. As a result of this approach data 
was incomplete and unreliable. Circumstance such as these render evaluations of cost-
                                                            
32 Durel, John. “Building a Sustainable Non-Profit Organization.” Report for Qm2/Durel Consulting 
Partners. 2009, 1. 
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benefit and cost-effective analysis nearly impossible to conduct at an organization-wide 
scale.  
Lacking a clear measurement system has larger implications for proving that Historic 
Germantown is achieving its mission, which could consequently affect fundraising 
efforts. This is not to say that all sites should purchase expensive software to measure 
visitation, but Historic Germantown should have a system which requires each site to 
report visitation for each fiscal year along with ticket sales and reports for organization-
wide programming. For example, Historic Germantown’s Second Saturday program 
offers admission to seven sites for the cost of a Historic Germantown passport or the 
varied cost of admission at each site.33 The program is one of the organization’s most 
visible and popular-joint marketing initiatives, so it would be useful to measure visitation 
and admission earnings to gauge how successful the program actually is. The passport 
system streamlines admission for visitors attending programming at multiple sites. But, 
there is no record at some of the individual sites of whether the visitor used a Historic 
Germantown passport or paid the admission cost at the door. Therefore, it becomes 
impossible for some of the individual sites to accurately track their visitation numbers 
and earned revenue, and consequently prevents organization-wide analysis of the event’s 
success. Additionally, since the event includes multiple sites, it becomes unclear if 
visitors are double-counted.  
In order to avoid these problems, an organization-wide visitation tracking system 
should be in place which keeps tract of passport sales, admission fees paid at each site, 
                                                            
33 Historic Germantown. Second Saturdays. Accessed 16 April 2014. 
http://www.freedomsbackyard.com/programs-events/second-saturdays/. 
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visitor names, contact information, and zip code. If the funding is available, Historic 
Germantown could purchase a sophisticated visitation system, but the system could be as 
simple as an excel spreadsheet if funding is not available. Requirements for sites to report 
their data to Historic Germantown should be detailed in the organization’s internal 
controls. This would also disallow the opportunity for visitors to reuse passports to visit a 
particular site more than once. Under this policy visitation information could be easily 
compiled and analyzed in order to identify key markets, community engagement, and 
missed opportunities. Moreover, an organization-wide system would streamline the grant 
application process for Historic Germantown and provide more accurate data on 
applications.  
Furthermore, sites reporting to Historic Germantown each fiscal year would 
encourage a spirit of cooperation in the organization. In theory, Historic Germantown is 
an umbrella organization which unites the formerly fragmented historic sites in the 
neighborhood, but in practice, some sites remain insular. Sites often compete with the 
larger organization, and vice versa, in order to claim credit for increases in visitation or 
the success of a program.34 Historic Germantown should further efforts to mitigate this 
competition Volunteer-run sites, versus sites with full time salaried employees like 
Cliveden, Stenton, and Maxwell Mansion, tend to be less engaged in Historic 
Germantown, have less programming, and shorter operating hours.35 Historic 
Germantown should take more initiative with private and non-profit owned inactive sites 
                                                            
34 Interview with Diane Richardson, Site Director of Maxwell Mansion. 15 November 2013. 
 
35 Observation from time as an intern with Historic Germantown. 
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to bring them to their full potential. This could include workshops on fundraising, 
curating exhibits, guiding tours, marketing, and basic financial management practices.  
Historic Germantown is currently searching for a new Executive Director and plans to 
take a new direction in its strategic planning.36 The organization should see the upcoming 
changes in management as an opportunity to make needed changes in policy in order to 
further mission-driven programming and strengthen weak sites. While Historic 
Germantown has not had a significant economic impact on the surrounding 
neighborhood, it has created a presence on Germantown Avenue, visible in signage and 
in programming. With its new community-focused programming, the organization has 
maximized their mission of providing knowledge and resources to preserve 
Germantown’s historic sites, interpret them to visitors, and incorporate them into the life 
of the local community. The “quality” of programming is there, but the “quantity” is also 
important. Consequently, if the organization wants to strengthen the connection between 
historic sites and the community they will have to interact more with GUCDC and the 
business community.  
  
                                                            
36 Historic Germantown Executive Director Job Posting. PreserveNet. Accessed 16 April 2014. 
http://www.preservenet.cornell.edu/employ/jobdetail.php?POSTID=3828. 
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Appendices 
 
1. Property Value Database,  Source: Philadelphia Office of Property Assessment  
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2. Crime Database: see Philly Open Data, Part One Crime Incidents 
http://www.opendataphilly.org/opendata/resource/215/philadelphia-police-part-
one-crime-incidents/ 
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MEDIAN PROPERTY VALUE IN GERMANTOWN 
SOURCE: THE REINVESTMENT FUND, POLICY MAP
Figure 13: Citywide Median Property Values 2007-2011
Source: The Reinvestment Fund, Policy Map
Figure 14: Germantown Median Property Values 2007-2011
Source: The Reinvestment Fund, Policy Map
96
135
 
 
FIGURE _: MEAN PROPERTY VALUES SURROUNDING HISTORIC GERMANTOWN SITES 
DATA SOURCE: Philadelphia Office of Property Assessment. 
http://www.phila.gov/OPA/Pages/PropertyInformation.aspx. 
 
SITE VISITATION 
    2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 
CLIVEDEN ? ? ? ? ? 
JOHNSON HOUSE NoData NoData NoData NoData NoData 
CONCORD SCHOOL NoData NoData NoData 551 862 
MAXWELL MANSION 1229 1095 1195 1285 1469 
MENNONITE TRUST NoData NoData NoData 280 203 
WYCK   7370 11000 12764 12000 12000 
HISTORICAL SOCIETY NoData NoData NoData NoData NoData 
DESCHLER MORRIS CLOSED CLOSED 1843 640 1292 
GRUMBLETHORPE NoData NoData NoData NoData NoData 
HOOD   NoData 59 42 54 68 
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Series1
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Figure 15: Germantown Median Property Values 2007-2011
Source: Philadelphia Office of Property Assessment
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TRENDS 
 
FIGURE _: NEIGHBORHOOD CRIME INCIDENTS 2008-2013 
DATA SOURCE: Philadelphia Police Crime Incidents. Open Data Philly. 
http://www.opendataphilly.org/opendata/resource/215/philadelphia-police-part-one-crime-incidents/ 
  
FIGURE_: CRIME INCIDENTS SURROUNDING HISTORIC GERMANTOWN SITES 2008-2013 
DATA SOURCE: Philadelphia Police Crime Incidents. Open Data Philly. 
http://www.opendataphilly.org/opendata/resource/215/philadelphia-police-part-one-crime-incidents/ 
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FIGURE_: CRIME INCIDENTS ON GERMANTOWN AVENUE 
DATA SOURCE: Philadelphia Police Crime Incidents. Open Data Philly. 
http://www.opendataphilly.org/opendata/resource/215/philadelphia-police-part-one-crime-incidents/ 
 
FIGURE _: CITYWIDE CRIME INCIDENTS 
DATA SOURCE: Philadelphia Police Crime Incidents. Open Data Philly. 
http://www.opendataphilly.org/opendata/resource/215/philadelphia-police-part-one-crime-incidents/. 
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Figure 22: Neighborhood Crime Incidents 2008-2013
Source: Crime Data from the Philadelphia Police Department
Figure 23: Citywide Crime Incidents 2008-2013
Source: Crime Data from the Philadelphia Police Department
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FIGURE _: NEIGHBORHOOD CRIME INCIDENTS 2008-2013 
DATA SOURCE: Philadelphia Police Crime Incidents. Open Data Philly. 
http://www.opendataphilly.org/opendata/resource/215/philadelphia-police-part-one-crime-incidents/ 
  
FIGURE_: CRIME INCIDENTS SURROUNDING HISTORIC GERMANTOWN SITES 2008-2013 
DATA SOURCE: Philadelphia Police Crime Incidents. Open Data Philly. 
http://www.opendataphilly.org/opendata/resource/215/philadelphia-police-part-one-crime-incidents/ 
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Figure 24: Crime Incidents Surrounding Historic Germantown Sites
Source: Crime Data from the Philadelphia Police Department
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FIGURE_: CRIME INCIDENTS ON GERMANTOWN AVENUE 
DATA SOURCE: Philadelphia Police Crime Incidents. Open Data Philly. 
http://www.opendataphilly.org/opendata/resource/215/philadelphia-police-part-one-crime-incidents/ 
 
FIGURE _: CITYWIDE CRIME INCIDENTS 
DATA SOURCE: Philadelphia Police Crime Incidents. Open Data Philly. 
http://www.opendataphilly.org/opendata/resource/215/philadelphia-police-part-one-crime-incidents/. 
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Figure 25: Crime Incidents Surrounding Historic Germantown Sites
Source: Crime Data from the Philadelphia Police Department
Figure 26: Historic Germantown Site Visitation
Source: Provided by Historic Germantown site directors
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Index 
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